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SUMMARY

The ICCL welcomes the State’s long-overdue effort to establish legal safeguards to protect the rights of individuals who are or may be deprived of their liberty in care settings. Ireland has a long history of failing to prevent widespread arbitrary detention and mistreatment of people who depend on others and/or the State for care. The past few decades have been marked by repeated investigations into, and political and public expressions of alarm about, the State’s practice of supporting and allowing the care of adults and children in systems that are inadequately regulated, and in which there are weak or non-existent mechanisms for respecting individual rights and ensuring that complaints are heard and responded to. Successive governments have been pleaded with to provide sufficient alternatives to institutional care so that people are enabled to live independently and included in the community.

The Department of Health’s preliminary draft Heads of Bill on deprivation of liberty, which are intended to form Part 13 of the Assisted Decision-Making (Capacity) Act 2015, are unfortunately seriously inadequate to ensure adequate protection from arbitrary detention and mistreatment in care settings. The draft Heads of Bill fail to provide a number of safeguards which are necessary in order to comply with Ireland’s obligations under numerous human rights instruments, including the Irish Constitution, the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR), the United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD) and other international treaties. In particular:

1. The draft Heads of Bill do not cover numerous care settings where people are routinely deprived of their liberty, including hospitals, community-based settings and the home.
2. In applying only to people deemed to lack capacity to make a decision about where to live, the draft Heads of Bill offer no protection from arbitrary detention to people who are deemed capable of making care-related decisions.
3. There are wholesale exemptions from the requirement for deprivations of liberty to be authorised by law, including for wards of court and where the person in charge of an institution ‘reasonably believes’ that a person’s capacity is ‘fluctuating’ or that the person will die within a ‘short period’.
4. The grounds for triggering an application to court to authorise a deprivation of liberty do not comply fully with the Assisted Decision-Making (Capacity) Act 2015 or the CRPD, and therefore allow for arbitrary detention.
5. There is no statutory right to the alternatives to institutional care or restraint which are required in order to avoid unnecessary (and therefore arbitrary) deprivations of liberty. These alternatives include home care, community-based services and psychology services.

6. There are no requirements in the draft legislation for care providers to obtain informed consent (with supported decision-making where necessary) to all restricting forms of care, which is a necessary safeguard to prevent arbitrary detention of all people in the care context.

7. There is no statutory right to the independent advocacy services which are necessary to ensure that the procedures intended to prevent arbitrary detention are in fact accessible to people who require care and effective.

8. Despite signing the instrument, Ireland still has not ratified the Optional Protocol to the United Nations Convention against Torture (OPCAT), which requires states to establish a National Preventive Mechanism to inspect and monitor all places of deprivation of liberty in order to prevent arbitrary detention or torture or ill-treatment.

The remainder of this submission supports these arguments by setting out the relevant human rights law that applies to the State in this area and relevant factual evidence.

A. The State is obliged to protect from arbitrary deprivation of liberty in the care context.

The right to liberty, otherwise understood as the right to freedom from arbitrary or unlawful detention, is enshrined in Article 40.4.1 of the Irish Constitution, which states:

‘No citizen shall be deprived of his personal liberty save in accordance with law’.

The right to liberty and freedom from arbitrary detention is also enshrined in the ECHR, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights and the CRPD. The prohibition of arbitrary detention is of such importance that it is a universally binding rule of customary international law (meaning that it binds states even when they have not ratified a particular Convention outlawing it). According to numerous international treaties and customary international law, the prohibition of arbitrary detention does not allow for any exceptions. Thus, as the UN Working Group on Arbitrary Detention explains, ‘a State can never claim that illegal, unjust, or unpredictable deprivation of liberty is necessary for the protection of a vital interest or proportionate to that end.’

Not only is the State obliged to refrain from arbitrarily detaining people itself, but the State also has positive obligations to protect from arbitrary detention by non-State actors. In Storck v Germany, the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) held that states must ‘take reasonable steps to prevent a deprivation of liberty of which the authorities have or ought to have knowledge’. In Storck, this meant the regulation of all public and private psychiatric institutions. The ECHR explained that ‘[t]he State cannot completely absolve itself from its responsibility by delegating its obligations in this sphere to private bodies or individuals’, and that ‘private psychiatric institutions...in particular those where persons are held without a court order, need not only a licence, but a competent supervision on a regular basis of the justification of the confinement and medical treatment’.

Due to the power imbalances that exist in the healthcare context (where people are dependent on others), the State’s obligations to protect and defend human rights take on extra significance in this...
arena. Care settings are places of heightened risk of arbitrary deprivation of liberty, torture or other ill-treatment, lack of respect for legal capacity and the right to informed decision-making, and unlawful interferences with privacy. These risks are even greater for people who fall into groups that have traditionally experienced discrimination and negative stereotyping.

A key aspect of ensuring that individuals are not arbitrarily deprived of their liberty in care settings is protection of the right to recognition of one’s legal capacity, and the right to informed consent to care. The UN Special Rapporteur on torture and the UN Special Rapporteur on health have both highlighted that ‘while informed consent is commonly enshrined in the legal framework at the national level, it is frequently compromised in the health-care setting. Structural inequalities, such as the power imbalance between doctors and patients, exacerbated by stigma and discrimination, result in individuals from certain groups being disproportionately vulnerable to having informed consent compromised’. The UN Committee on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities has stated that ‘The denial of legal capacity to persons with disabilities has, in many cases, led to their being deprived of many fundamental rights, including...the right to liberty.’

The UN Independent Expert on the enjoyment of all human rights by older persons has explained that ‘Legal capacity has particular relevance for older persons regarding making fundamental decisions regarding their social and health care, in particular medical treatment. The respect for and the strengthening of older persons’ autonomy in care settings means that they must be able to give consent to, refuse or choose an alternative medical intervention.’ Noting that ‘Ageist attitudes still persist throughout the world, leading to discriminatory practices towards older persons, including in care settings’, the Independent Expert has stated that ‘Safeguards to free and informed consent should be adopted through legislation, policies and administrative procedures in conformity with international and regional standards.’

**B. The State is on notice of arbitrary deprivation of liberty in a wide range of care settings.**

There is evidence to show that arbitrary deprivation of liberty is widespread in care settings in Ireland and abroad, as explained below. The State is on notice that people are routinely experiencing deprivations of liberty which are unauthorised by law, and the State is therefore failing in its positive obligations under the human rights instruments mentioned above to prevent and protect from arbitrary detention. The settings where arbitrary deprivations of liberty are occurring go beyond those covered in the draft Heads of Bill and include hospitals, community-based settings and people’s homes. It is important to highlight that the Law Reform Commission recommended in 2012 that professional home care should be regulated and monitored by HIQA. These heads of Bill fail to address the area of home care, continuing to leave that sector unsupervised in violation of the State’s positive obligations to protect the human rights of those receiving care.

**Residential care**

Although there is no legislation permitting deprivation of liberty in nursing homes or social care institutions, Sage Support and Advocacy Service states that, in their experience, ‘many residential care settings for vulnerable adults and older people are commonly secured by key code locks as a safety mechanism, requiring residents to ask permission to leave the premises’. Sage adds that ‘de facto detention can extend as far as limiting people’s access to recreational grounds outside of the building,
justified by an assessment that the resident is a “fall risk” or likely to “escape”.16 Sage’s experience is similar to that reported internationally.17

A recent University College Dublin (UCD) study of the experiences of 38 social workers supporting 788 older people in Ireland found that ‘many older people with a mental health issue and/or cognitive impairment/dementia were excluded from the decision-making process [about their care] regardless of their level of functional capacity’.18 The social workers reported that older people with dementia were particularly likely to be excluded due to ‘[a] status approach to dementia, where people were deemed to lack capacity’, because their ‘family didn’t want them involved’, because they had ‘communication difficulties which impacted on their involvement’ and/or because they had ‘no opportunity to be involved’.19 Sage Support and Advocacy Service reports, likewise, that ‘In Sage’s experience it is not uncommon for a third party, often a next of kin, to be asked to sign the contract for care to consent to care although they may have no legal authority to make decisions for that person.’20

The same UCD study found that the government’s neglect of home care services means that older people who require assistance with basic needs are frequently forced to enter long-term residential care settings unnecessarily and prematurely.21 One of the social workers interviewed by Donnelly et al is reported as stating: ‘I could count on one hand the number of people who want to be in the facility. Many people eventually accept their situation—they see it as having no other choice’.22 HIQA has reported, in relation to residential care settings, that ‘many residents expressed a wish to be cared for in their own homes.’23 This research echoes the finding of the UN Independent Expert on older persons’ human rights, that institutional care ‘can often take the form of forced institutionalization and compulsory placements, especially when no other form of care is available for the individual or when relatives are unable or unwilling to provide care’.24

**Restraint**

Internationally, it is acknowledged that older people with dementia are frequently chemically restrained in care contexts.25 It appears that Ireland is no different; Sage Support and Advocacy Service states that it ‘has observed the use of sedation to manage behaviours for the convenience of staff and benefit of other people in congregated settings’26 and that it believes that ‘for a variety of reasons, some based on a lack of skill in addressing behaviours which are challenging, some based on ignorance of basic human rights and some based on expediency, it would seem that a culture has developed in which the use of chemical restraint has become normalised, i.e. it is being used as a first rather than a last resort’.27 Sage has also reported the use of sedating medication to encourage an older woman in hospital to ‘adapt’ to incontinence pads.28

Chemical restraint is generally understood to involve the use of medication (usually anti-psychotic medication) as sedation or otherwise to control a person’s behaviour.29 According to Feng et al, the prevalence of anti-psychotic medication use to control the behaviour of older persons in nursing homes ranged in 2009 from 38% of nursing home residents in Finland, to 34% in Switzerland, to 27% in the United States to 11% in Hong Kong.30 In the English context, Banerjee estimated in 2009 that between 30% and 50% of English residential and nursing home residents with dementia may have been receiving antipsychotic medication.31 Banerjee notes that older people in England are also frequently chemically restrained in hospital32 and by doctors in the community.33
Banerjee states that anti-psychotic medication is prescribed mostly unlicensed (or ‘off-label’) to older people with dementia, and he has estimated that at least 80% of people with dementia who are treated with anti-psychotic medication in England do not derive any benefit from it. Banerjee also highlights substantial evidence that the use of such medication significantly increases the incidence of death and stroke.

Harding and Peel, Banerjee and the Austrian Ombudsman Board report that sedating medication is routinely administered to older people with dementia without their consent and often without providing information to relatives, representatives or carers. Banerjee and the Austrian Ombudsman Board note that prescribing physicians frequently fail to demonstrate that they have considered alternatives to anti-psychotic medication or that they have planned for reduction and cessation of the use of such medication on their patients. Feng et al argue that ‘[t]he persistent use of physical restraints and antipsychotics warrants additional monitoring and research’ and that ‘[a] number of studies have demonstrated that a substantial reduction in restraint use, combined with meaningful alternatives, could result in no adverse outcomes or even in possible benefits’.

Regarding physical restraint in older people’s nursing homes, Drennan et al note that ‘[t]he excessive use of restraints to control residents has been reported as the most frequently-occurring type of physical abuse in a number of studies undertaken in the US and Europe’. In 2009, using a measurement common to 20 countries, Feng et al found the prevalence of physical restraint use in nursing homes to vary from 6% of residents in Switzerland, to 20% in Hong Kong, to over 31% in Canada.

Measures of physical restraint may be applied to older people in hospital, too. In a 2011 report on hospital care of older adults in English and Welsh hospitals, Tadd et al stated that ‘throughout our observations on the acute wards…concerns for patient safety, particularly for confused patients or those with dementia, mean that staff spend a great deal of time preventing patients from moving out of their chairs.’ The report stated, further, that ‘[d]ue to concerns of potential risks to the system, of falls and other untoward incidents, the culture of acute care practice encourages patients to remain in their chairs and use bedpans or commodes rather than being helped to a toilet’ and that ‘[s]taff are also more likely to adopt habits of using bed rails when perhaps they are not necessary’.

C. The definition of deprivation of liberty under human rights law is broader than the draft Heads of Bill recognise.

The definition of deprivation of liberty under human rights instruments is broad and does not, in principle, exclude any particular form of detention or restraint.

It is important to highlight that deprivation of liberty need not be caused by physical force. A person’s inability to leave a place or escape a situation may also arise due to non-physical forms of coercion, including the exercise of power over a person who is dependent on another for care. The denial of a person’s right to make decisions about how they are cared for may lead to them being deprived of their liberty if it means that a restricting or isolating form of care is imposed on them without their informed consent.

The draft Heads of Bill only cover a fraction of the forms of deprivation of liberty that are occurring in care settings in Ireland.
First, the draft legislation applies only to ‘relevant facilities’, which are explained to be nursing homes and care/residential accommodation in addition to approved centres under the Mental Health Act 2001. In contravention of the State’s obligation to protect against arbitrary deprivation of liberty wherever it knows or ought to know of its occurrence, the Heads of Bill explicitly exclude institutions in which ‘the majority of persons being cared for and maintained are being treated for acute illness or provided with palliative care’ and institutions ‘primarily used for the provision of educational, cultural, recreational, leisure, social or physical activities’. There is a need to recognise and protect against arbitrary deprivations of liberty in hospitals, step-down facilities, respite facilities, supported living accommodation and community/voluntary housing associations, and through home care provision and the administration of sedating medication in the community.

Second, the draft legislation excludes whole categories of people who are or may be arbitrarily deprived of their liberty from its remit. The Heads of Bill are explicitly stated not to apply to wards of court. The Heads of Bill do not apply at all to people who are not ‘reasonably believed’ to ‘lack capacity to make a decision to live in the relevant facility’. Furthermore, the Heads of Bill contain exemptions from the requirement to authorise deprivations of liberty where the person in charge of a relevant facility ‘reasonably believes’ that a person’s capacity is ‘fluctuating’ or that ‘there is a high probability of the person’s demise within a short period’.

Physical confinement

In some Article 5 ECHR jurisprudence, the ECtHR defines deprivation of liberty as ‘confinement in a particular restricted space for a length of time which is more than negligible’. The UN Human Rights Committee’s (HRC) definition under Article 9 ICCPR is similar: ‘more severe restriction of motion within a narrower space than mere interference with liberty of movement under article 12’. The HRC explains that ‘[l]iberty of person concerns freedom from confinement of the body’. These definitions are particularly relevant to restraint practices.

A related, common definition of deprivation of liberty under international human rights law is lack of freedom to leave a place at will. Article 4(2) OPCAT defines deprivation of liberty as ‘any form of detention or imprisonment or the placement of a person in a public or private custodial setting which that person is not permitted to leave at will by order of any judicial, administrative or other authority’. According to the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, ‘the concept of “deprivation of liberty” encompasses: [a]ny form of detention, imprisonment, institutionalization, or custody of a person in a public or private institution which that person is not permitted to leave at will’. The ECtHR finds the objective aspect of a deprivation of liberty to exist where a person is ‘under continuous supervision and control and not free to leave’. The HRC, meanwhile, has held that a person will not be deprived of their liberty if they ‘know that they are free to leave at any time’.

Coercion

Physical confinement or lack of physical freedom to leave a place at will is not the only established conception of deprivation of liberty in international human rights law. The ECtHR has held that an ‘element of coercion’ is indicative of a deprivation of liberty. The Court rejects the notion that deprivation of liberty must take any particular form. It holds that what matters is the ‘degree or intensity’ of the restriction on movement and the ‘concrete situation’ of the person concerned having regard to the ‘type, duration, effects and manner of implementation of the measure in question’, among other factors.
The ECtHR has found deprivations of liberty to exist in the mental health care context even where premises are unlocked\textsuperscript{62} and where a person has previously gone on outings or visits away from the institution.\textsuperscript{63} Individuals have been found to be ‘not free to leave’ where permission to leave the premises is required,\textsuperscript{64} where a person’s guardian is required to consent to the person leaving,\textsuperscript{65} where there are restrictions as to the length of time and destination to which a person may go,\textsuperscript{66} where an institution restricts access to a person’s identity documents or finances, which would enable them to travel,\textsuperscript{67} where a person is returned—for example, by the police—when they leave,\textsuperscript{68} or where it is clear that a person would be prevented from leaving if they tried or returned to the institution if they did.\textsuperscript{69}

The ICCL argues that a deprivation of liberty can occur where a person who is dependent on others for care is unable to avoid or escape a form of restricting or isolating care because they have been denied the opportunity to make their own decisions about the care that they receive. The former United Nations Special Rapporteur on torture, Manfred Nowak, highlighted in a 2008 report to the UN Human Rights Council that people with disabilities are often rendered ‘powerless’ when their ‘exercise of decision-making and legal capacity is taken away by discriminatory laws or practices and given to others’.\textsuperscript{70}

\textbf{D. Deprivations of liberty are not permissible on the basis of a disability, and people with disabilities must be enabled to exercise their legal capacity.}

The Heads of Bill fail to meet the State’s requirement under the CRPD to protect against arbitrary detention because the grounds upon which a person may be deprived of their liberty do not fully correspond to Articles 12 and 14 CRPD, nor indeed the Assisted Decision-Making (Capacity) Act 2015 (ADM Act). The draft legislation evinces a medical, substitute decision-making approach to determining whether a person has sufficient capacity to decide where to live, where a decision about their living arrangements has not already been made through the full and informed consent of the person or in accordance with the ADM Act.

Under the draft legislation, the trigger for the process of authorising (or not) a deprivation of liberty where a decision has not already been made through the full and informed consent of a person or through the ADM Act is that a healthcare professional or the person in charge of an institution ‘reasonably believes’ that the person lacks sufficient capacity to decide where to live. As Sage highlight in their submission on the draft Heads of Bill, the draft legislation ‘does not enable a process of capacity building with the person and supported decision-making in accordance with the ADM Act 2015 prior to the healthcare professional determining the person lacks capacity and triggering an application to court if an appointed decision-making role is not in place’.\textsuperscript{71}

\textit{Disability cannot justify a deprivation of liberty and legal capacity must be respected}

Article 14 CRPD provides that ‘the existence of a disability shall in no case justify a deprivation of liberty’. Article 14 CRPD corresponds with a well-established principle under Article 9 ICCPR and customary international law that detention on discriminatory grounds is in principle arbitrary.\textsuperscript{72}

Article 14 CRPD requires, according to the UN Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR), that ‘the legal grounds upon which restriction of liberty is determined must be de-linked from the disability and neutrally defined so as to apply to all persons on an equal basis.’\textsuperscript{73}
In relation to people who have or are perceived to have a disability, Article 12 CRPD requires States to recognise that ‘persons with disabilities enjoy legal capacity on an equal basis with others in all aspects of life’. States are required by Article 12 to ‘take appropriate measures to provide access by persons with disabilities to the support they may require in exercising their legal capacity’. The CRPD Committee has explained that where a person is detained in a care context without their consent and on the basis of substitute or ‘best interests’ decision-making (rather than making their own decision, with support where necessary to express their will and preferences), this amounts to arbitrary detention. 74

E. Detention will be arbitrary where the law does not contain sufficient safeguards to protect individuals’ rights.

A deprivation of liberty, including a measure of restraint, will only be lawful if it happens in accordance with procedures established in domestic law which are fair and protect against arbitrariness. 75

Regarding the first criterion – that a deprivation of liberty must be ‘in accordance with a procedure prescribed by law’ – the ECtHR has held that:

(1) There must be a clear and precise legal basis in domestic law for the deprivation of liberty, over the entire period of detention;76 and
(2) The grounds and conditions for depriving people of their liberty must be clearly defined, and the law must be foreseeable in its application.77

Regarding the second criterion – that the law must protect against arbitrariness – this criterion has been described as being ‘broader than unlawfulness, concerning as it does avoidance of abuse of power and the requirement of compliance with the rule of law broadly defined.’78 International courts and other human rights actors have clarified some of the basic elements of laws that adequately protect against arbitrariness. The ICCL argues that the draft Heads of Bill fail to meet several of these basic standards, for the following reasons.

The law does not sufficiently provide for independent and impartial authorisation and review of deprivations of liberty

In order to avoid arbitrariness, the law must provide for independent authorisation and review of deprivations of liberty. As mentioned above, the draft Heads of Bill exempt whole categories of people who are or may be deprived of their liberty in care settings from the protection of the law, thereby depriving them of the opportunity of independent authorisation or review of their detention. Even where the draft legislation appears to provide protection, much of it is dependent upon the initiative of the person in charge of a care institution who cannot be considered independent.

The UN Subcommittee on Prevention of Torture (UN SPT) states that ‘Involuntary confinement of any person is a form of arbitrary detention unless it is ordered by a competent and independent judicial authority through due process, which must include close and constant review.’79 The ECtHR jurisprudence, on the other hand, suggests that a deprivation of liberty need not have been ordered by a Court.80 The CPT accepts this, although it notes that the Council of Europe Parliamentary Assembly recommended in 1994 that decisions regarding involuntary placement in care settings be taken by a
judge. Regardless of the decision-maker, the CPT states that ‘the procedure by which involuntary placement is decided should offer guarantees of independence and impartiality’. Article 5 ECHR requires that everyone who is deprived of their liberty is informed promptly of the reasons for the action taken. Those reasons must clarify for the person concerned the legal and factual grounds for the deprivation of liberty, so that the person can apply to a court to challenge the lawfulness of the arrest or detention.

Regarding restraint, the CPT requires that ‘every single case of resort to means of restraint be authorised by a doctor or, at least, brought without delay to a doctor’s attention in order to seek approval for the measure’. The CPT contrasts this to the frequent practice of ‘prior blanket consent [being] given by the doctor, instead of decisions being taken on a case by case (situation by situation) basis’. The CPT stresses the importance of ‘detailed and accurate recording of instances of restraint’ and recommends that a specific register be established for this purpose, which individuals should have access to along with their medical file.

The UN SPT states: ‘Restraints, physical or pharmacological, are forms of deprivation of liberty and, subject to all the safeguards and procedures applicable to deprivation of liberty, should be considered only as measures of last resort for safety reasons. The State must take into account, however, that there is an inherently high potential for abuse of such restraints and as such these must be applied, if at all, within a strict framework that sets out the criteria and duration for their use, as well as procedures related to supervision, monitoring, review and appeal. Restraints must never be used for the convenience of staff, next of kin or others. Any restraint must be recorded precisely and be subject to administrative accountability, including through independent complaint mechanisms and judicial review.’

Article 9 ICCPR, Article 5 ECHR and the Irish Constitution guarantee the right of habeas corpus for any person deprived of their liberty – that is, the right to prompt judicial review of the procedural and substantive lawfulness of detention and release if such detention is found to be unlawful or arbitrary. The HRC states that those deprived of liberty in health and social care contexts ‘must be assisted in obtaining access to... initial and periodic judicial review of the lawfulness of the detention, and to prevent conditions incompatible with the Covenant’. The ECtHR, likewise, has held that those deprived of liberty in care institutions are entitled ‘to take proceedings at reasonable intervals before a court to put in issue the ‘lawfulness’ – within the meaning of the Convention – of his detention’. The ECtHR has refrained from specifying the form(s) of judicial review which would satisfy Article 5(4) ECHR, but has held that persons deprived of their liberty must actually have access to a court and the opportunity to be heard either in person or, where necessary, through some form of representation.

HRC and ECtHR jurisprudence, and the CPT Standards, provide that persons deprived of their liberty in the health and social care context also have a right to automatic, regular review of the necessity (and proportionality) of their detention.

The law provides inadequate safeguards to ensure that only necessary and proportionate deprivations of liberty are authorised

The law must ensure that any deprivation of liberty for care purposes is only imposed where strictly necessary and proportionate. It is now well recognised that international human rights law prohibits
deprivation of liberty for reasons of treatment or ongoing care in relation to a mental illness or disability. Furthermore, the ECtHR prohibits deprivation of liberty for the purpose of providing physical care.

The State’s failure to create statutory rights to community-based forms of care gives rise to a real risk of unnecessary and disproportionate deprivations of liberty in care settings. As discussed above, it appears that people in Ireland are frequently being forced into institutions against their will due to the unavailability of home- and other community-based forms of care. It also appears that chemical restraint and other forms of restraint are being practised due to a lack of staff training and resources in institutional settings, and due to a lack of investment in non-pharmacological, positive behaviour support services (e.g. for people experiencing behavioural symptoms of dementia).

As a result of Article 14 CRPD, the UN Human Rights Committee’s General Comment 35 states that ‘[t]he existence of a disability shall not in itself justify a deprivation of liberty but rather any deprivation of liberty must be necessary and proportionate, for the purpose of protecting the individual in question from serious harm or preventing injury to others.’ This formulation has been echoed by the former UN Special Rapporteur on Torture, who contends that, pursuant to Article 14 CRPD, deprivation of liberty can only be justified when the person is ‘a danger to him or herself or others’ or ‘in emergency circumstances’, and ‘in both cases for a limited time and with limited means, strictly sufficient only to prevent the risk of major harm’.

As to the question of what is necessary and proportionate for the purpose of protecting from serious or major harm to self or injury to others, the HRC states that the deprivation of liberty must involve ‘programmes of treatment and rehabilitation that serve the purposes that are asserted to justify the detention’, that it ‘must be applied only as a measure of last resort and for the shortest appropriate period of time’, that the procedures surrounding it ‘should ensure respect for the views of the individual and ensure that any representative genuinely represents and defends the wishes and interests of the individual’, and that ‘States parties should make available adequate community-based or alternative social-care services for persons with...disabilities, in order to provide less restrictive alternatives to confinement’.

The law does not adequately protect the right of all adults to make decisions regarding restricting forms of care

As discussed above, it is widely recognised that denial of the right to make one’s own decisions about care can easily lead to arbitrary detention. Article 12 CRPD explicitly requires States to ensure that the right to legal capacity is respected. The UN Special Rapporteur on Torture, the UN Subcommittee on Prevention of Torture (UN SPT) and UN Independent Expert on older persons’ human rights (among others) have all recognised the particular obligation on States to ensure that legal capacity is respected in the care context.

The draft Heads of Bill fail to require informed consent to all forms of restricting or isolating care as a mechanism of preventing arbitrary detention. The draft legislation is silent on the procedures that should apply whenever a person enters institutional care or experiences another form of care that will...
limit their freedom of movement. The ICCL argues that this gap in the draft Heads of Bill constitutes a failure to ensure that the law effectively protects against arbitrary detention.

The UN SPT explains that it ‘has observed situations in which State agents represent confinement as voluntary and present registries or legal decisions to that effect. It is concerned that in some of those instances those safeguards were practised as a mere formality. Confinement and institutionalization are voluntary only when the person concerned has decided on it upon informed consent and retains the ability to exit the institution or facility.’ The UN SPT adds: ‘Informed consent is a decision made voluntarily on the basis of comprehensible and sufficient information regarding potential effects and side effects of treatment and the likely results of refraining from treatment. Informed consent is fundamental to respecting an individuals’ autonomy, self-determination and human dignity.’

The UN Independent Expert on older persons’ human rights points out that ‘Ageist attitudes still persist throughout the world, leading to discriminatory practices towards older persons, including in care settings.’ She states that ‘Legal capacity has particular relevance for older persons regarding making fundamental decisions regarding their social and health care, in particular medical treatment. The respect for and the strengthening of older persons’ autonomy in care settings means that they must be able to give consent to, refuse or choose an alternative medical intervention.’

The Independent Expert adds:

The institutionalization of care, while it can be the result of an autonomous decision of a person as he or she becomes older, can often take the form of forced institutionalization and compulsory placements, especially when no other forms of care are available for the individual or when relatives are unable or unwilling to provide care… When proper legal and institutional mechanisms and procedures are in place in care settings, thus ensuring freedom of choice and informed consent, older persons in need of care can lead a life with dignity. It is therefore crucial to ensure older persons’ autonomy, in particular when it comes to any decision-making affecting their care.

The law fails to provide a right to independent advocacy services, which are necessary in order to make any safeguards accessible and effective

Due to the vulnerabilities that people experience when they are in need of care, there is a clear need for statutory rights to independent advocacy services in the care context in Ireland. Independent advocacy is one means of ensuring that all of the safeguards that in principle protect from arbitrary detention are in fact accessible to people who are in need of care, and are effective.

The CRPD requires that independent advocacy support is available where necessary to ensure that people with disabilities are in a position to exercise their rights. States are required by Article 12 CRPD to ‘take appropriate measures to provide access by persons with disabilities to the support they may require in exercising their legal capacity’. The CRPD Committee has explained that ‘“Support” is a broad term that encompasses both informal and formal support arrangements, of varying types and intensity. For example, persons with disabilities may choose one or more trusted support persons to assist them in exercising their legal capacity for certain types of decisions, or may call on other forms of support, such as peer support, advocacy (including self-advocacy support), or assistance with communication.’ The CRPD Committee has also explained that ‘All persons with disabilities have the right to engage in advance planning and should be given the opportunity to do so on an equal basis.
with others…Support should be provided to a person, where desired, to complete an advance planning process.  

Regarding older people who do not have disabilities, access to independent advocacy services is also crucial to ensuring that their rights are respected in the care context. The UN Independent Expert on older persons’ human rights states that ‘Effective safeguards for ensuring the autonomy of older persons should be developed and implemented to ensure the respect of the rights, wishes and preferences of older persons and to avoid undue interference.’ Harding argues that formal complaints mechanisms in older people’s care settings have proven ineffective, because they do not respond, for example, to informal carers’ inability to pursue complaints at the same time as caring for a relative, or older people’s worries about retribution by those upon whom they are dependent. In this vein, Charpentier and Soulières argue that, instead of formal and impersonal complaints systems, monitoring needs to be based on ‘meaningful social relationships that exist in a context of proximity’. Meanwhile, the former Special Rapporteur on health, Anand Grover, has stated that ensuring that older people’s right to informed consent requires a ‘customized, individualized’ approach, that could be assisted ‘possibly through peer networks’.  

F. Ireland needs to ratify the Optional Protocol to the Convention against Torture (OPCAT)

Along with the Irish Human Rights and Equality Commission and numerous other organisations, the ICCL has been calling for many years for Ireland to ratify the Optional Protocol to the UN Convention against Torture (OPCAT). Ireland signed the OPCAT on 2 October 2007 but never ratified the instrument. The OPCAT requires member states to establish a National Preventive Mechanism, which is an independent body that conducts inspections (which may be unannounced) and reports on the conditions in any institution where people may be deprived of their liberty. It is an internationally recognised fact that people who are deprived of their liberty, including in care institutions, are at heightened risk of experiencing torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment due to the imbalance of power in the situation. The State is obliged under the rule against torture and ill-treatment (which is protected by the Irish Constitution, the ECHR and numerous other international human rights treaties to which Ireland is a party) to ensure that individuals who are deprived of their liberty receive respectful treatment and the basic resources necessary to protect their dignity. The work of a National Preventive Mechanism is essential to ensure that the human rights of people who are deprived of their liberty are protected and fulfilled. The vast majority of countries in Europe have ratified the OPCAT and established a National Preventive Mechanism, and Ireland’s continuing failure to do so increases the risk of violations of the rights of people in vulnerable situations.

It is essential that the State ratifies the OPCAT immediately and sets about establishing a National Preventive Mechanism that encompasses all places where individuals may be, and are, deprived of their liberty. The text of OPCAT makes clear that the State does not need to have its National Preventive Mechanism in place before ratifying the instrument, but can seek advice and assistance from the UN Subcommittee for the Prevention of Torture in establishing the NPM thereafter. The development of an NPM should be informed by inclusive consultation with civil society and all those involved in and affected by deprivation of liberty.

In 2017, the UN Committee against Torture noted that ‘existing bodies (the Inspector of Prisons, the Prison Visiting Committees, HIQA and the Inspector of Mental Health) do not systematically carry out
visits to all places of deprivation of liberty such as Garda stations, residential care centres for people with disabilities, nursing homes for the elderly and other care settings’. The Committee recommended that Ireland should ‘(a) Immediately ratify the Optional Protocol and establish a national preventive mechanism, ensuring that this body has access to all places of deprivation of liberty in all settings; (b) Ensure that existing bodies which currently monitor places of detention as well as civil society organizations are allowed to make repeated and unannounced visits to all places of deprivation of liberty, publish reports and have the State party act on their recommendations.’

CONCLUSION

The ICCL looks forward to engaging with the Department of Health further as this legislation is revised and, if necessary, further legislation is drafted in order to ensure that people who are receiving care are effectively protected from arbitrary detention and from the additional mistreatment that stems from it.

---
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